Suppression & Incompetence poison
Australia’s economic & equity future

The Prime Minister is telling porkies about
•
•
•

Not lose time
Implement renewables
Work with business

•
•
•

Implement integrity
“To change”
Implement HST

•
•
•

Hit 2020 target of 43%
Support Inlands
Liberate victims

His reality is that the wrecked standards of Turnbull, Morrison & Kennedy are continuing unabated by a
“clean break”, quite the opposite, their thumbscrew on communities Kennedy is manipulating Treasurer
Chalmers mercilessly:
There has to be a real
question as to whether
Jim Chalmer’s glib press
appearances are
anywhere near
appropriate for the hard
graft of real reform in
Australia.

No-plan direction at start

Main consequences

Implications

Not learn from Morrison &
Frydenberg
Not eliminate cronyism

Make same mistakes
Kill ability “to plan”
Misallocate resources cf OECD

Cause community anger at failed anti-corruption
Fail to meet carbon targets, incur penalty taxes
Antagonise central agencies & authorities

Make enemies
Not recover illegitimate “gifts”
Alienate best ideas

Quarantined priority areas e.g.
Frydenberg SME stimulus
Be stymied at key points △

Lose cost-effectiveness with sadly scarce resources
Increase debt and waste unnecessarily
Be ridiculed for failing to meet key KPIs

Break promises
Defer to point of denial

Sterilise potential reserve
supporters
Alienate Labor swingers
Make same mistakes
Kill ability “to plan”
Misallocate resources cf OECD

Fail to achieve legislative program
Lose confidence of Party Room & business/union
actors
Lose election
Not use central agencies to improve network
effectiveness
Ministers make mistakes, threaten tenure

Make same mistakes
Kill ability “to plan”
Misallocate resources cf OECD

Lose cost-effectiveness with sadly scarce resources
Increase debt and waste unnecessarily
Be ridiculed in international forums

Miss time signals on gaps &
opportunities
Fail on key KPIs

Lose cost-effectiveness with sadly scarce resources
Increase debt and waste unnecessarily
Be ridiculed by central authorities & media

The PM also has my
Not re-skill executive
proposals offered gratis
Not use DPM&S to improve
if the stain can be
Public Service
expiated URGENTLY(the
Not allocate resources
accompanying “Kennedy
carefully
Not implement 360 QA cycles
Effect” details the easy
and ethical way out of
Not measure & adjust / correct
all KPI areas over time
the mess),to turn around
the business, climate,
covid and regionalisation crises (below).
o

The dominant quasi-defensive mode of the Coalition and now of the Albanese Government is to make
promises, deny they said "it", state they achieved "it", or just lock the door against logic, preferencing the
public interest vs corporate cronies and suppressing fair claims for redress of ill-doing. The PM cares about
the aged but pisses on Forgotten Heroes (my remaining passion in life).
The OECD itself has condemned Australia as “one of the most carbon-intensive OECD countries and one of the
few where greenhouse gas emissions (excluding land use change and forestry) have risen in the past decade”.
It is not hard to see why many around the globe lobbied against Cormann’s new appointment, including the
British Labour Party.
Frydenberg and Mathias Cormann were confronted with my 2019 version of my Malenomics package
which unpeeled three years of their errors but they hid – they cancelled MYEFO, deferred the
Budget, deferred Parliament, cancelled 2 weeks of Parliament, and deceived themselves into more
“gifting” tranches. “The Emperor has no clothes”. That they got further into trouble was no surprise
but that they oppose repair of their blunders is catastrophic. Most media are entangled through
proprietors’ political and commercial connections and they have misinterpreted and ignored a
damaging climacteric. These factors were ignored by OECD and IMF in their surveys.

“Integrity” has been defined too narrowly as explained in sydneybetrayals.me. As an ultra-short summary
which encompasses a decade and which can be seen to also cover the Albanese government:
1.

“Governance” is about making all the parts and systems of a multivariate city work better
together

2. The Greater Sydney Movement and UK Localism are about moving incompetent, lazy and
corrupted central government agencies out of the way of communities
3. The PM said he would reduce congestion in our cities and that “there’s no place for ideology”, but
a. NSW has no framework for setting goals, budgets and outcome-based Performance
Indicators let alone a risk/outcome matrix which allows it and the community to assess
financial, engineering, route and other options
b. The lack of project integrity raises costs, causes damage to communities, and shows the
world a sad sign of Sydney’s decline following the Improvement Generation (shown more
by Grattan than agencies)
c. The motive for the adoption of Metros (which in reality does not increase route coverage
or capacity) is real estate speculation with reduced tax and commercial risks
4. There are significant signs that current governance arrangements are not working. This is at the
serious end when an un-costed and even unmentionable consequence is the weakening of the
operational and financial integrity of the city’s main historical asset, the Bradfield-era rail system,
without compensating capacity
5. The departures of Nick Greiner from iNSW and Sir Rod Eddington from iA saw both bodies retract
from forensic analyses
6. The federal Department of Infrastructure & Regional Development is fused with commercial
interests in lobbies, on iA’s Board and in politics, and via “clients”, across the country. A “code”
will cover them as well as lobbyists
The re-introduction of untainted governance practices will reduce costs, speed the introduction of
projects which reduce congestion, improve affordability, and deliver productive community engagement
There is general ignorance of the engineering, economic, environmental, community and
intergenerational defects of infrastructure and like contracting programs which reflects the corruption of
Eddington, Greiner and general “Treasury Regs” protocols.
We have to step out of this Frydenberg/Kennedy cycle into a Wran/Greiner state of sensible progress
which always looked for community benefits, using great people like Peter Francis Cox:

The Coalition and Labor are opposed to “repair” (OECD’s “review”) so the economic challenge of postcarbon reconstruction is impeded by poor measurement, neglected options, failing assets and waste.
Albanese underestimates the magnitude of the challenge. This graphic is from May 2020:
ASSUMPTIONS based on observation
1.
2.

3.
4.

CROSS SECTION OF REINFORCED
CROME-STEEL

There was an intention to shift energy focus to
natural gas, developed by Kunkel’s confidants
NCCC was conceived as a privatisation of the
policy role, firmly under Gaetjen’s control
Operatives were chosen by the confidants
NCCC’s failure has deprived Morrison of
legitimacy and he’ll realise that soon

CAMPAIGN CITADEL

EDUCATION
• Articulate, media savvy,
Zoom costs not met

KEY
Conspirators
Excluded interests

Group confidants

Morrison as PM

Steal approach to Murray zone
Steal approach to continuity

MENZIES CLUB & LOBBIES
• Sold out to Manon, ancillary
to PMO, hostile to
traditionalists

FEDERALES
• Blundering is endemic but
camouflaged & denied
• Insecure, bullying, abusive

REGIONAL SMEs
• Confused, sapped, underresourced, uncertain

IMPROVEMENT / HISTORY
• Suppressed, disenfranchised, robbed of IP

HEALTH
• Confused, very very tired,
media on side, unprepared

Sustain Morrison’s primacy
Reinforce RW of Coalition
Foster Gas lobby, disguise coal
Fight urban MPs e.g. Andrews
Resist wider climate debate
Pretend to be “nation building”
Disguise loss of Menzies values
Mute Party Room misgivings

CLIMATE CHANGE FOCUS
• Disparate & disorganised,
under-resourced, very
smart, inexperienced in
political change

URBAN TERROR
• Scared of hidden
transmission, miss sociable
sites, distraught at loss of
social cross- support

• Deceitful & manipulative of
others’ rights and IP

Disguise targets
Increase donations
Boost WA vote
Foster East Coast
industrial muscle
Suppress renewables

All escape
routes lost

STATE GRINGOS
• Blundering is profound
• NSW Kremlin Inc codified
& internalised by
Berejiklian
• Extreme hubris through
two Premiers’ cycles
• Agenda is destructive of
legacy, committed to HK

Australia has regained some pride in each other after the guilt of 2019 and PM Albanese has shown a
surprising degree of compassion and friendship with peers across the world. His firm promise “to change”
and to implement Integrity have been met in some areas, in streaks in others and not at all in a few critical
areas, namely

•

Integrity past the prospect of a national ICAC into proper management practices from top to bottom,
including merit-based appointments, with exceptions punished and corrected fast

•

respect for citizen rights and community engagement: turn planning around, from back rooms into
due diligence a la Eddo and Greiner as in Creative Reconstruction

•

fast and sympathetic “repair” for the victims of past brutality regardless of their integrity in
independent and forthright advice, expiate debt and acknowledge Hero status

*

Extinguish traditional NSW vindictiveness - Head Office trait post-Unsworth

*

Prosecute political and executive managers who inflict exile, illness & disease on citizens

*

Apologise for past climate disregard & coal pretence, stop prosecution of anti-CSG protesters et al

*

Take the cases of deaths and disablement seriously and NEVER blame the victim.

The harsh reality is that local governance was to be a focus of the O’Farrell Coalition’s and of Federal
Minister Albanese’s reform moves about a decade ago. The effect was that BOF’s successor Mike Baird
wrecked local government so that it is in a greater disarray than a century ago!
Newcastle’s post-carbon recovery was world-class in speed and quality across eight industry sectors plus
real estate, with virtually no Federal (Howard/Costello) or State (Carr) financial support. Cost and speed are
important in adjusting to technology demands, bringing endogenous parties together as under the later
Detroit model. Innovation becomes natural. Morrison/Kennedy’s malenomics was the opposite in logic
and quality:
Economics is also about synergy such as between hospital costs and budgets versus the supply of PPPs and
clinics in the communities, which improve “community resilience”.
A critical example of suppression is that of the
World’s first model for “community resilience”
to complement PPEs, vaccines and antivirals,
which the Government is trying to ignore but
cannot and can only obtain from me.
I offered it gratis subject to expiation of the
plagiarism (in a smooth manner I developed in
2015, then and subsequently suppressed by
Kennedy).

